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Whether it’s music or fashion, the revival of the 1990s is hard to overlook. The new jewel-
lery trends are likewise drawing inspiration from this comeback and are presented in 

contemporary interpretations. Chokers, spheres and circles as well as cascade necklaces 

and layering looks are setting the tone. Coins and shells are worn as lucky charms. Ultra-
long XXL earrings and large creoles – in pairs, in creative mixes or as striking soloists – 

make a statement on the ear. The clear geometry of the design language is comple-

mented by soft, flowing forms. Drops and leaves create an association with figural and 

nature-inspired designs. 

 

 

Stark, purist jewellery is gaining in importance. XL pieces – especially on the ear – co-exist 

with dainty chains and fine rings, preferably arranged in multiple rows. All in all, jewellery 

items are becoming somewhat more solid again and thus grabbing the limelight more. 

Pendants with a lucky-charm character are worn in a mix; smooth curves and flowing 
transitions soften the starkness of the geometric forms. Diamonds, coloured gemstones 

and pearls loosen everything up and attract the eye.  

 

1. A well-rounded affair: circles and spheres 

This year the two-dimensional geometry is done away with in favour of the sphere. The 

dominance of the circle is giving way to pea chain necklaces and ball pendants. Narrow 

bracelets and rings are presented as strings of tiny balls. Superb: the combination of sev-
eral ball-chain rings in different precious-metal colours – silver, yellow and rose gold – 

and the addition of simple, smooth models. Small cut diamonds and gemstones create 
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gleaming accents. Anyone wanting to really perfect the ball look, chooses designs with 

cabochons or pearls. 

 

 

2. Modern and casual: pearls in cool designs 

Having cast off their fusty image long ago, pearls are proving themselves as fresh and 

modern as ever: no jewellery collection is complete without them and as plain basics and 
classics they belong in every jewellery box. Fashionistas choose extravagant pieces that 

leave a lasting impression. Cool, purist designs with dispersed and carefully emphasised 

pearls capture the graphic trend. Baroque pearls are very popular for opulent and unique 

looks. Their individual shape makes each item of jewellery one-of-a-kind and celebrates 

the magic of nature.   

 

3. Trendy talismans: coins and shells 

Resembling holiday souvenirs, lucky beach finds or something from an adventure trip to 

distant lands: shells and antique-looking coin pendants not only go really well with ethno 

looks, they also stand for our longings and whisk us away into foreign cultures. As the 
most obvious representatives of the travel theme, which also finds its expression in other 

motifs in 2019, they fit in perfectly with the layering trend and resonate with a cosmopol-

itan lightness. The coin charms can be found in both trendy and luxury jewellery, at their 

most beautiful when shimmering in classic yellow gold. 

 

4. Skilful layering: cascade necklaces and multi-row jewellery 

More, more, more! Trend-conscious women are wearing chains, rings and arm jewellery 
in a layered look. Any material and style mixes are intentional and result in exciting com-

positions. Perfect styling calls for a combination of silver and gold. In neck jewellery, it’s 

not only filigree chains that flow together, but heavy link necklaces and chokers are also 
allowed to break up the cascade. Turning to rings, many manufacturers are making it 

easier to get the layering look: thin bars on the inside of the hand hold the – often three-

part – ensemble together. Anyone feeling creative can go for stacking rings or freely com-

bine her favourites from the wide range of narrow rings out there. Another variation on 
the theme: spirals, as wrap-around jewellery adorning fingers, arms and even ears. They 

also make it quite easy to implement the trendy new way of wearing arm jewellery: ban-

gles are now sliding higher and are worn on the upper forearm and upper arm. 

 

5. Earrings in XXL: extra-long pendants and creoles 

Big and bold: ear jewellery is coming to the fore, worn as an ultra-long pendant, some-
times even to below shoulder level, or appearing as a large creole. Sensational “state-

ment pieces” of this kind don’t have to perform in pairs, but are also making their grand 
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entrance as soloists. Style pros go with asymmetrical pairings and combine short with 

long, small with large, creoles with ear studs or pendant earrings.   

 

6. Hugging the neck: reinterpreting the choker 

Those who only associate chokers with velvet and satin ribbons will have to think again 

in 2019. Filigree chains caress the neck oh so delicately, link necklaces and solid hoops 

are worn close. This lets the choker trend regain a lightness and break free from the 
grunge and gothic genre. There is a youthful and modern integration in layering looks 

and a connection with other trend themes such as circular shapes and lucky charms. 

 

7. Glitz and glitter: diamonds in silver and gold  

This season, diamonds are to be found above all in small sizes (exceptions confirm the 

rule). They sparkle individually or pavé-set in narrow ring rails and dainty pendants and 

blend in harmoniously with fine designs. In trendy ball-chain rings they accentuate one 
element or make the whole ring gleam. They not only glisten in platinum and gold, but 

also shimmer seductively in silver. In proposal and engagement rings, as solitaires they 

are allowed to show off their full size and splendour.  

 

8. Go for Gold! Yellow gold pure and in a mix 

Yellow gold is on the upswing and is worn by itself or in a mix-and-match with silver and 

rose gold. Layerings are an excuse for a clash of styles and allow uncomplicated combi-
nations that break with the uniformity of metal colours. Purists choose gold in its pure, 

rich colour – preferably in high-quality alloys – instead of the easygoing bicolour and tri-

colour variants. However, platings and coatings are also very popular and are bringing 
gold looks into the costume jewellery sector. Among all the different styles, both trend-

setters and lovers of the classic can find something to suit them. 

 

9. Colour trends 2019: coral red, orange and yellow 

Coral red – or to be precise: “Living Coral” – is the name of the Colour of the Year 2019 

chosen by the Pantone Color Institute in the USA. The soft red hue with a fine gold nuance 

flatters the skin and not only offers a new chance for coral jewellery, but also creates a 
platform for precious and semi-precious stones from the colour family such as tourma-

line and jasper. Other shades of red from this year’s Pantone range are also influencing 

the collections: “Fiesta” and “Jester Red” extend the red spectrum; “Mango Mojito” and 

“Turmeric” with their rich orange are reminiscent of mandarin garnet and fire opals; 

lemon citrine and golden beryl can be found in the shade “Lemon Verbena”. Gentle, 

creamy tones radiate peace and elegance and form a counterpoint to the medleys of vi-

brant colour. 
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10. Next generation: charms in new looks 

They’re back on the catwalks: charms in big letters adorn belts and bags – and one can 

only hope they’ll make their comeback in jewellery too. Set in new contexts, they become 
an exciting theme that allows for plenty of playful diversity. The new charms accentuate 

dropped earrings and rings, but are also worn in classic style on necklaces. The language 

of forms ranges from figural motifs, to geometric elements embellished with symbols, 

through to coins. 
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The German Association of Jewellery, Watches, Clocks & Supplying Industry (BV Schmuck & Uhren) was founded in 

Pforzheim in 1947. As a lobby group for over 170 predominantly medium-sized member companies, BVSU represents 

the interests of its members at a national, European and international level. BVSU is a member of the Federation of 

German Industries (BDI). It is responsible for coordinating the federal associations of the German jewellery and silver-

ware industry. In this capacity it is also integrated in global efforts of the World Jewellery Confederation, CIBJO. BVSU 

represents the interests of the German watch and clock industry at a European level as a member of the European 

watchmaking associations EUROTempus and CPHE. BV Schmuck and Uhren is a member of the Responsible Jewellery 

Council (RJC). 

 


